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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
A convenient way in which to study the possible changes in
schedule upon a given line is to stick pins into the draughting
board at points corresponding with the various stations and
the hours of leaving and arrival at terminals or way stations.
A number of strings stretched over these pins indicate imme-
diately the relative speeds and meeting points required to make
the desired schedule. The ease with which the strings may be
changed from 1 minute of time to another, or from station to
station, immediately commends the method to the busy traffic
supervisor.
Although local conditions will prevent any extensive com-
parison of train schedules of different roads or even the schedules
of the same road at different seasons of year, yet it is believed
that the principal factors to be borne in mind in plotting sched-
ules can best be outlined by a more detailed study of the par-
ticular schedule of Fig. 10.
This schedule is one proposed for maximum summer traffic.
It will be noted that the first trains in the morning leave both
terminals simultaneously at 6.00 a. m., and make the run in
1 hour and 45 minutes, requiring a through schedule speed of
= 29 m.p.h.     Further reference to the schedule will
show that of this total time only 43 minutes are spent on the
private right of way where the maximum speed of 55 m.p.h. is
possible. While all trains stop at all stations within the city
limits, there are a number of flag stops between these limits
which tend to make the operating schedule irregular but which
for convenience in plotting can be represented fairly accurately
by allowing three flag stops for each train between the Southern
Pacific Railway crossing and that of the T. C. T. Co., at which
crossings all trains are required to stop.
The corresponding points of meeting as graphically deter-
mined fall sufficiently close together to be provided for by the 6
sidings shown at B, (7, D, E, F, (?, which are approximately
1 mile in length. These could be materially shortened by vary-
ing the running time slightly. The meeting places within the
city limits are so numerous that a double track extending from
6 to 7 miles out of the city terminals would seem advisable from
this preliminary study.
The time table below, which was taken from the graphical
schedule represented by Fig. 10, will be self-explanatory and a

